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 What is Advocacy---‒In short advocacy is a 
skill.

 When a legal adviser puts forward a particular 
argument to a court with a view to 
persuading the court to come to a decision 
favorable to their client, that is ADVOCACY.



FOUNDER OF THE LAMPS OF ADVOCACY-
JUSTICE SIR ABBOT PARRY.

1- HONESTY

2- COURAGE

3- INDUSTRY

4- WIT

5- ELOQUENCE

6- JUDGEMENT

7- FELLOWSHIP



 Honesty is the best policy. For a professional 
lawyer Honesty is an essential.

 Be Honest with client.

 Be Honest with opposite party.

 Be Honest to law. People reach to court for 
justice and lawyer should fight for the  same.

 Integrity is telling myself the truth,and 
Honesty is the telling the truth to others.



 Ability  to stand/boldness in front of bench

 Courage is the weapon and it is develop 
through deep knowledge of law.

 Courage to argue for your case.

 Courage to convince the judge.

 Success is not final, failure is not fatal; it is 
the courage to continue that counts.



 He should be hard working.

 Invest sufficient time to understand the case.

 KAS=knowledge – Attitude – skill should be 
there.

 It could not last Everyone was just killing 
time. But if all did was kill time, time would 
end up killing them.



 Humor is one essential. 

 Wit and presence of mind will give a pause to 
rethink. It create space.

 Court hall is not to fight out, it is to reach out 
justice.

 It’s OK if you disagree with me, I can’t force 
you to be right.



 Fluency in language/manner/body language.

 Right pause.

 Right phrase.

 This skill gives a psychological edge to the 
lawyer.

 Ability to influence people towards your 
point.

 As the grace of man is in the mind, so the 
beauty of the mind is eloquence.



 Ability to anticipate counter arguments.

 Ability to anticipate the questions form the 
judge.



 Friendship with colleague.

 Respect the entire legal fraternity.

 Referring judge- Learned judge or your 
owner or your lordship or My Lord.

 It is the job that’s never started as takes 
longest to finish.



 TACT is one addition by justice V K lyer –
Handling the situation in a very will manner –
Service is also a lamp.

 Next Topic- DUTIES OF AN ADVOCATE


